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Detection of Disturbance in Distribution System
Using Mathematical Morphology
S. Sendil Kumar, P. Hariramakrishnan, S. Kavaskar

Abstract: Detection of disturbances is performed using
Mathematical Morphology (MM) technique. A 33kV real time
distribution model used to simulate the disturbance such as
capacitance switching, load switching and line to ground (L-G)
fault for both linear and nonlinear loads. MATLAB/SIMULINK
software is used for analysis. A suitable MM filter and Structural
Element (SE) is proposed for the disturbance detection.
Distinguishing PSD (PSD) Energy and SD (SD) values
calculated using Parsevals theorem. The proposed MM filter is
very powerful to distinguish PSD due to linear and nonlinear
load.
Keywords: Mathematical morphology, Power quality
disturbances, Linear load, Non linear load, Distribution
System.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of transients in PSD on the distribution side
due to load switching, capacitance switching and fault are
challenging problem. Switching overvoltage of transient
causes the system voltage to dip or to raise the magnitude,
which may lead to maloperation of relay. Numerous
observations have been emphasized on PSD for
identification and classification. Several authors have
proposed various numerous algorithms for identification of
PSD. In literature diverse signal processing techniques are
used to interpret power quality disturbances such as Short
Time Fourier Transform (STFT) in analyzing the
disturbance signal in time- frequency domain, but window
selection prior to analysis and fixed length are its
disadvantages [1]. Wavelet transform along with various
mother wavelets is applied for decomposition of signal to
collect the energy and SD for analyzing transient phenomena
[2]. Different mother wavelet and optimization of
decomposition levels are used to solve the problems of power
quality disturbances [3] [4]. In classical based wavelet
transform, the data sampling window as same length like
mother wavelet, similarly features extracted from PSD
disturbances needed long sampling window and high
sampling frequency. This increases the computational
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burden and degrades the popularity of the applications. In
classical based wavelet transform, the data sampling window
as same length like mother wavelet, similarly the detection
of disturbances requires long sampling window and high
sampling frequency to ensure that the detailed features are
extracted and absence of signals shape it is a frequency based
method which can dig shape details via signal decomposition
in the frequency domain.
Performance of the power system using capacitance
switching, load switching and faults are inspect using
S-transform
S-transform is used for analyzing the transient
phenomena due to capacitance switching, load switching and
faults.
Then the energy and SD is determined for data collection
[5]. S-transform analyses the signals in both time and
frequency domain and generates S-matrix in row-wise and
column-wise. The retrieval of signal takes longer time [6].
TT transform is also a method which analyses the signals
only in time domain [14].
Recently, non linear signal processing technique called
MM is applied in diverse field of power systems such as
islanding techniques [8], high impedance fault [9] and
disturbances due to power quality [10]. In this paper, PSD
such as load switching, capacitance switching and single line
to ground fault, operators such as erosion, dilation, opening
and closing are used and OCCO filter is used. A suitable SE
of flat type is used [11]. Various filters such as MM filters are
Closing Opening Difference Operation, Median,
Multi-resolution Morphological gradient , and Open-Closing
Maximal and Close-Opening Minimal, are available [12].
II. MORPHOLOGY BASIC
Morphology is a techniques used on images to perform edge
operations applied to images. The communication between
signal image and SE are established using operation of MM.
Set of points in SE which is used to slide over the entire
signal which is an set of point. In SE slide over, signals are
moving window and notice its communication with
neighbourhood of all points of the signal. Operators such as
opening, closing, hit or miss, top-hat are obtained from the
operation of dilation and erosion. The basic operation of
erosion and dilation are build from the definitions of
Minkowski’s addition and
subtraction. The shape of the
SE and selection of size is very
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important and the selection is based on the application.
The basic MM operators are dilation, erosion, opening and
closing for gray scale (morphology) images are explained
below.
Let f(n) denote a gray-scale two dimensional image and g(m)
denote SE with n>m, where m,n are integers. Dilation of a
gray level image f(n) by SE g(m) is defined as
f ( n  m )  g ( m)
1
y (n)  ( f  g )(n)  max{
0  (n  m)  n, m  0
Similarly, erosion of gray level image f(n) by SE g(m) is
defined as
f ( n  m)  g ( m)
2
y (n)  ( fg )(n)  min{
0  (n  m)  n, m  0
From these two basic operations, the other operations
opening and closing are defined.
The opening of f(n) is nothing but dilation of the eroded
signal ( fg ) by g and is given by,

y ( n)  ( f  g )( n)  (( fg )  g )( n)    3

Similarly the closing of f(n) by g(m) is nothing but erosion of
the dilated signal (

signal values around +1 during healthy condition for any
voltage and current levels. Therefore a SE normalized for a
particular voltage and current for a specific application for
different voltages and currents for the same application.
After normalization, the height of SE select a very small
arbitrary value. Different SE are based on height.
C. Length of the SE
III. USE OF PARSEVALS THEOREM
The Parseval’s theorem determine the energy of signal i(t)
remains the same, whether it is calculated in the signal
domain or in the transformed domain[14]
The Parseval’s theorem is expressed mathematically
E signal 
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Where T and N are the time period and length of the signal
i(t). The Fourier transform of the signal is i(t) 2. Using
equation (5), the energy is obtained from MM output then
corresponding STD is calculated for PSD such as capacitance
switching, load switching and system faults. PSD signal
samples provide important feature to distinguish type of
events using energy and STD values.

f  g ) by g and is given by,

IV. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

y ( n)  ( f  g )( n)  (( f  g )g )( n)  4 
The closing operation pump up narrow valleys and gaps in a
contour. Here  denotes opening operation and  denotes
the closing operation.
Using operators erosion,dilation,opening and closing other
filters like CODO and OCCO etc are developed [9].

Fig.1 shows a 33kV power system model for testing has a
33kV main feeder. The bus bar is connected with 33kv/11kV,
8MVA transformer of two numbers. The 11kV bus bar is
connected with 8 feeders.

A. Selection of SE
SE is the principal component for all MM transformation.
All The purpose MM method, signals are splitted into sub
signals with distinct physical significance in order to bring
out the features from the source signal and to cut down the
noise from the source signal. The SE may have geometrical
shapes like linear, sphere, disc, ball, beeline, curve, triangle,
polygon and inclined line.
The selection of SE depends on the transformation
methods and applications. A structural element used for
disturbance detection may not be suitable for detecting the
duration of disturbance. There is no specific criterion for the
selection of SE for a particular application. The selection is
based on practice, trial-error method the size of the signal, its
sampling rate, the type frequency spectrum of interference.
Few parameters are fixed which affect the optimum
selection of SE.
B. Height of SE
In order to built and generalize SE it wish normalization of
voltage and current waveforms. SE can be adopted for
various levels of voltage and current.
The normalization is done with the peak values of rated
voltage and current. Normalization brings the sampled
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Fig.1. Configuration of power system model
V. PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Fig.2 is the process of proposed algorithm has been
given below.
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1. The voltage signal of the disturbances is retrieved and
transformed to image in suitable format.
2 Select a structural element of flat type is used for the signal
classification.
3.Apply the basic MM operators for signal extraction of
disturbances.
4. Calculating energy and STD for the signal using Parsevals
theorem.
5 Signals are distinguish on data collection of energy and
STD of the disturbances

Fig.3. Waveform of the linear load without fault

Retrieve voltage signal

Selection of Structural element

Apply MM operators
Fig.4. Amplitude of the OCCO filter- when connected with
linear load
Calculate Energy and Standard
deviation

Classification of disturbances

Fig.2. Process of the proposed algorithm

VI. SIMULATION OF POWER QUALITY
DISTURBANCES
In this paper the following PSD is studied on both linear
and nonlinear loads and their configuration results are given
in Table.2
a. Normal waveform
b. Capacitance switching,
A. Characteristic of the waveform with the linear load
Fig.3 waveform of normal condition with linear load
obtained from the power system model shown in Fig.1. MM
technique is used and flat type OCCO filter and SE used for
detection. Fig.4 shows the output of OCCO filter under
normal condition. It reveals that the amplitude of OCCO
filter is maintaining the steady state throughout the
waveform from 0 to 0.2. Thus the energy and STD value of
the OCCO filter after using Parseval’s theorem is 19310 and
132 respectively. This energy value is clearly classifying the
normal condition from the other events.
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B. Characteristic of waveform with non linear
The subsystem model of nonlinear load which is connected at
point 3 in feeder 4 is shown in the Fig.5. Nonlinear loads are
loads in which the load current does not vary directly with the
load voltage. Linear loads are the load in which amplitude of
voltage and current increase or decrease appropriately. Some
of the nonlinear loads are Air-conditioning, UPS, DC motor
drives and Other power electronic devices.
Harmonic in voltage and current signals of the power system
is due to non linear loads
The model of the nonlinear load used in this paper for
analyzing the AC/DC/AC converter is shown in the Fig.5.
The model consists of a rectifier, IGBT inverter and LC filter
to cut down the harmonics [15]. The inverter pulse width is
modulated to give three phase 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage to
supply a 50kW load. For all PSD analysis with the nonlinear
load the subsystem is connected at point 3 instead of feeder 4
as given in the Fig.1. The output voltage from subsystem at
point 3 which produce the distorted waveform given in Fig.6.,
Fig.7. shows the amplitude of OCCO filter of the distorted
output in nonlinear load. The amplitude of energy and STD
value from the OCCO filter after processing to the Parseval's
theorem is found as 45052 and 223 respectively. The energy
value obtained with the nonlinear load under normal
condition clearly distinguishes from the energy values of the
other disturbances.
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clearly revealed from Fig.8 The energy and STD value of the
OCCO filter after processing with Parsevals theorem is
26912 and 263 respectively.

Fig .5. Subsystem of nonlinear load model

Fig.8 Waveform of the linear load with capacitance
switching

Fig. 6. Waveform of the nonlinear load without fault
Fig.9. Amplitude of the OCCO filter -Capacitance
Switching - Linear Load

Fig.7. Amplitude of the OCCO filter -Nonlinear Load Without fault
C. Equations Characteristic of capacitance switching in
linear load
Capacitance switching is experimented by connecting a
capacitive load at point 2 for a time period of 0.04 to
0.08secs. The shunt capacitor banks are been installed at
primary transmission system, distribution system and at
lower sub transmission levels. The capacitor banks are
installed at power system to support reactive power, improve
power factor, reduce losses, support steady state voltage and
to increase the power transfer capability. A distribution level
capacitor bank with a capacitor reactive power value of 1kvar
to the system at point 2 near feeder 7 as shown in Fig.1. The
breaker is switched ON at 0.04 sec and disconnected at
0.08secs. The disturbance caused due to this switching is
measured across any two phases of the system. The capacitor
de-energizing transients are found to be oscillatory nature
and having frequency less than 2000Hz.
The distorted waveform of the capacitance switching. is
shown in Fig.8. Fig.9 shows the amplitude of OCCO filter
output when linear load is connected. As the capacitor is
included the voltage reaches some abornal value and the
distortions for the capacitance switching operation are
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Fig. 10 Waveform of the capacitance switching when
nonlinear load is connected

Fig. 11 Amplitude of the OCCO filter - Capacitance
switching - Nonlinear Load
D. Characteristic of capacitance switching on nonlinear
load
Capacitance switching is studied by connecting a capacitive
load at point 2 along with a nonlinear subsystem at point 3 as
shown in the Fig.1.
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The distorted waveform of the capacitance switching for the
system with nonlinear load is shown in Fig.10. Fig.11 shows
the output waveform of the OCCO filter after processing with
Parsevals's theorem. The energy and STD value of the study
is 49131 and 364 respectively.
OCCO output
S.No

Events

Linear load

1.

Normal condition

Energy
19310

3.

Capacitance switching

26912

Non Linear load

STD
132

Energy
45052

263

49131

STD
223
364

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a suitable OCCO filter and SE is selected to
study the characteristic of the PSD such as capacitance
switching and normal signal under linear and nonlinear load.
The disturbances are studied in a 33kV distribution system is
using the proposed MM technique by OCCO filter. The PSD
are processed with MM algorithm and then with the OCCO
filter and subsequently the energy and STD value are
determined. Further this energy and STD value are used for
distinguishing the disturbances. From the results it is
inferred that the energy and STD values varies accordingly to
the type of disturbances.
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